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A report  by Death Penalty News was issued on 1.9.16 on the current status 
worldwide of the death penalty.) This lists the 58 countries that have retained the 
death penalty, the 4 industrialist countries which still carry out executions and the 
most recent countries to abolish capital punishment.  It also includes details of the 25 
countries that carried out executions in 2015.  According to Amnesty, these 
executions totalled at least 1,630.  (Source: Telegraph.co.uk) 
 
International Update (10.8.16 – 7.9.16) 
 

 USA 

o Florida – 10.8.16 – Amid continuing questions regarding the legality of 
Florida’s system of implementing the death penalty, Tallahassee 
Appeals Court rejected lower-court rulings blocking prosecutors from 
seeking death sentences in 4 murder cases (Source: Fox) 
 

o California – 11.8.16 – The County Sheriffs of Los Angeles and Orange 
County, together with the Los Angeles County District Attorney, have 
called for the retention of California’s death penalty, and are supporting 
Proposition 66, which aims to speed up executions.  (Source: NBC 
Southern California) 

 
o Texas –  

 
 15.8.16 – 50 evangelical leaders signed a letter urging the 

Pardons and Paroles Board and State Governor to stop the 
execution of Jeffrey Wood on 24th August (see Urgent Actions).  
(Source: VICE) 
 

 26.8.16 – The Court of Criminal Appeals stayed the execution of 
Rolando Ruiz, scheduled for 31st August, until further order of 
the Court.  Convicted of a ‘murder for hire plot’, Ruiz’s attorneys 
contend his trial and first appeal lawyers failed to investigate and 
present mitigating evidence.  In addition, they say his execution, 
more than 2 decades after his conviction, constitutes cruel and 
unusual punishment.  (Source:  National Coalition; Fox News). 

 
 2.9.16 – British citizen, Linda Carty, on death row since 2002, 

following her conviction for murder and abduction, has had her 
latest appeal dismissed by a District Court Judge.  Her lawyers 
claim witnesses were coerced into giving false evidence and her 
lawyer spent only two weeks preparing her defence. (Source: 
Mail Online) 

 
o Delaware – 15.8.16 – Attorney General Matt Denn has said he will not 

appeal the State Supreme Court’s decision declaring the State’s death 
penalty law unconstitutional, but he does not believe the law can be 

http://deathpenaltynews.blogspot.co.uk/2016/09/mapped-58-countries-that-still-have.html


applied retroactively to the 13 prisoners currently on death row.  
(Source: ABC News) 

 
o New Mexico – The Governor, Susana Martinez, has cited the recent 

high profile killings of police officers and sex offences against children 
as a reason to bring back the death penalty.  She will be bringing the 
issue before the State lawmakers in January 2017.  (Note: New Mexico 
repealed the death penalty in 2009)  (Sources: Christian Science 
Monitor and KOAT). 

 
o Harvard School Fair Punishment Project – 23.8.16 – The first of two 

reports from the School has identified 16 counties in the US which are 
driving the use of the death penalty, despite the nationwide movement 
away from the sentence. These counties are within Alabama, Florida, 
California, Louisiana, Texas and Arizona.  Reasons have been 
determined as ‘over-zealous prosecutors’, ‘inadequate defence 
lawyers’, ‘racial bias’ and ‘exclusion’.  This regularly results in ‘wrongful 
convictions, (and) excessive punishment of young people, or those 
who suffer from mental illness or disabilities’.  The report also says 
‘studies have shown [death sentences] to be extremely expensive, 
prone to error and imposed on the most vulnerable rather than the 
most culpable people’.  (Source: Business Insider UK). 

 
o Virginia – At an Educational Forum, held on 15th August, the National 

Alliance of Mental Illness (Virginia) and the American Bar Associate’s 
Due Process Project introduced their mental illness initiative to educate 
legislators, legal professionals and the public on the relationship 
between mental illness and capital punishment.  The aim of the Project 
is to support policy reforms to exempt those with significant impaired 
capacity from execution. 

 
Their research has identified that the defence of insanity has long been 
unfairly maligned by the public and jurors: jurors frequently view mental 
illnesses as factors indicating a possible proclivity to commit further 
crimes; the media and the general public as a ‘get out of jail free’ card. 
 
The ABA is looking to amend and clarify the interpretation of the 3-step 
review process: testing competency to stand trial, the weighing of 
mental factors during sentencing, and the competency of the defendant 
to be executed.  They stress they are not taking a moral stand on 
capital punishment, but that defendants with mental illnesses should 
face other forms of punishment. 

 
 

 Bangladesh – 16.8.16 – Shafik Rehman, the British Bangladeshi journalist in 

prison accused of plotting to murder the son of the Prime Minister Sheikh 
Hasina, is failing in health.  His son has expressed concern that he could die 
before his bail hearing.  If found guilty, he could face the death penalty. 
 



 Iraq – 21.8.16 – 36 men, found guilty of killing Shia military recruits in 2014, 

have been hanged (Source: The Guardian). 
 

 Iran – 27.8.16 – Mohammad Baqer Olfat, Deputy Head of the Judiciary for 

Social Affairs, has been quoted as saying that the death penalty has failed to 
reduce drug trafficking in Iran, and that long prison terms with hard labour 
would be more appropriate.  (Note: The executions of 12 prisoners for drug-
related offences were scheduled to take place – there has been no further 
news on this.)  (Source: Reuters).  

 

 Mauritania – 29.8.16 – Mohamed Cheikh Ould Mohamed Ould M’kheitir, a 

blogger, has had his death sentence confirmed by the Nouadhiban Criminal 
Court.  He was initially sentenced in 2014 following a blog he had written 
criticising the use of Islam to justify a caste system dating back to the Middle 
Ages.  He has appealed the conviction, saying he has neither consciously nor 
unconsciously blasphemed against the Prophet.  Human Rights campaigners 
hope the sentence will be dismissed, and a more lenient one imposed.  
(Source: Global Voices – Africa).  

 

 Turkey – 3.9.16 – Turkish Minister for EU Affairs, Omer Celik, said Turkey’s 
National Assembly had no immediate plans to reintroduce capital punishment.   

 

 Cyprus – 5.9.16 – House President Demetris Syllouris has announced that 

one of the first items on the agenda for the new plenum on 9th September will 
be a discussion regarding the removal of a provision for the death penalty that 
remains in the Constitution despite the fact that Cyprus abolished it by law in 
l983 for murder, and in 2002 for all other offences.  Syllouris said its removal 
will ensure lawmakers would not have the power to vote again on reinstating 
the death penalty.  (Source: Cyprus Times). 

 
Urgent Actions 
 

 UA 160/16 – Texas – an UA was received from Amnesty, London, for Jeffrey 

Wood, scheduled to be executed on 24th August.  Jeffrey Wood did not kill 
anyone and was outside the building when the murder took place.  He has a 
history of intellectual and emotional impairments.  No mitigating evidence was 
produced in Court and false or misleading testimony was provided by an 
expert.  (Circulated to DPLWG – 16.8.16).  20.8.16 – The Court stayed the 
execution and ordered a review of the testimony of Dr James Grigson 
who had stated Wood would be violent in the future without examining 
him (Source: Mail On Line).  

 

 Monthly Action September 2016 – Matsumoto Kenji, aged 65, was 

sentenced to death in 1993 for 2 robberies and murders.  His brother, who 
was also charged, committed suicide.  Matsumoto Kenji had a dependent 
relationship with his brother and was unable to stand up to him.  He has an 
intellectual disability, allegedly due to mercury poisoning and a learning 
disability.  His lawyer alleges he was coerced into a confession.  He now uses 
a wheelchair and suffers from a delusional disorder following his prolonged 
detention.  Despite the prohibition of executions of individuals with a mental 



illness, the Court has deemed him competent to face the death penalty.  
Since 2004 several unsuccessful requests for pardon and for retrial have 
been filed, most recently in July 2015.  His case is still under review.  Letters 
are to be sent to the Authorities requesting the commutation of his death 
sentence, regular medical assessment and improvements in the treatment of 
prisoners on death row (Circulated to DPLWG 2.9.16.  Note:  The Salisbury 
Group have worked on the case of Matsumoto Kenji since 2014.) 
 

 UA 203/16 – Bangladesh – Mir Quasem Ali, key financier of the Bangladeshi 

Opposition Part Jamaat-e-Islami, has lost his final appeal against his 
sentence of death following his conviction for offences during the 1971 War of 
Independence.  He faces imminent execution unless presidential clemency is 
sought and granted.  Serious concerns regarding the fairness of trials 
conducted by the International Crimes Tribunal have been raised by AI and 
other Human Rights organisations.  (Circulated to DPLWG 6.9.16)  Note: we 
learned on 7.9.16 that Mir Quasem Ali did not seek a presidential pardon 
and was executed on 3rd September. 

  

 
Campaigning 

 

 A card signed by members of the Group, together with a letter of good wishes, 
was sent to Reggie Clemens for his birthday on 30th August.  Concern was 
expressed that he continues to await news of his retrial, together with 
messages of hope for his future. 

 

 World Day Against the Death Penalty – Members of the Group will man an 

Amnesty exhibition stand at the NWR Conference, to be held at Sarum 
College on 8th October.  Materials will include Action Cards to be signed on 
behalf of Matsumoto Kenji.  (Note:  While recognising the importance of this 
case, it is disappointing that Amnesty UK have not responded to our request 
for a nationally co-ordinated action for juveniles sentenced to death in Iran 
and Saudi Arabia.  WADP would have been a very appropriate time to have 
highlighted the case of Ali al Nimr.  It is, however, felt that it would be more 
productive for the Group to participate in a national action.)  


